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Attrition rate low; but quality
,
of life a factor in withdrawal
Nine months to
Putnam said, "The second major
reason has to do wiLh academics,
perhaps a major that we don't offer,
In one case a student wanted to go
into molecular, as opposed to envi-
ronmental, biology. But I didn't get
the feeling that a lot of people in
specific departments are moving
on."
quality. If you're in any business
and your customers stay with you,
it's a good sign," said Putnarii."
Putnam addressed factors that he
believes may lead to higher reten-
tion rates for highly selective col-
leges. l-
"I think there's a selection pro-
cess unique to highly selective in-
stitutions. People who enroll there
want to be there, and are capable of
doing the work to graduate," said
Putnam.
Despite the fact that Connecticut
has a strong retention rate, Putnam
tracked former membersoftheclass
of 1994 to identify the reasons that
they left.
"There are three basic reasons
that students [withdraw or] don't
return. One is financial, which can
occur for a variety of reasons;a
change in their family income so
that theamountoffinancial aid con-
tribution [thaf they are elligible to
recieve] is assessed differently, and
also just the rising cost of tuition,"
said Putnam.
BY APRIL ONDIS
News Editor
According to statistics on the
college's attrition rate. Connecticut -
College students are satisfied with
their experiences here.
The attrition rate measures the
rate at which students leave the col-
lege. Mark Putnam, institutional
researcher, bases his figures on the
difference between the number of
students in an entering freshman
class and the amount of those origi-
nal freshmen who remain at the
college until their senior year.
The retention rate, or the percent-
age of original students who remain
at the college for four years, is at
approximately 86 percent. Accord-
ing to Putnam, Connecticut Col-
lege falls in the middle of the listing
of the 25 liberal arts colleges which
have the best rates of retention.
"High retention is a reflection of
a quality education experience. So
retention is considered to be a very
important indicator of institutional
Another factor responsible for the
attrition of a class has to do with
"social life issues," said Putnam.
"Some of that came through with
the research we did. For instance,
some people aren't as comfortable
in a small college environment.
Some people want to go to a larger
city, some want La go someplace
less urban."
Putnam said that there were 52
voluntary withdrawals by students
in the fall of 1993, two medical
leaves, and eight personal leaves.
According to information from
the Registrar' s Office,449 students
entered the class of 1994 as fresh-
men, while only 369 of those origi-
See Bold, p.6
)
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Construction continues on the OIiri'S'Cience
Center, scheduled for completion by October 31
, of this year. See story, p.8.
'_.$1.7 million grant will provide endowed chair
and equipment for college physics department
number of applicants who are interested in
the sciences]."
Of the grant money, $ I ,200,000 will be
used toward the endowed chair for the phys-
ics department, up to $200,000 will be used to
purchase equipment for laboratories, and
$200,000 will be used to replace the main
research telescope, according to a press re-
lease.
"This grant came about largely from the
efforts of the president's office," said Monee.
"I began to meet with the president of the
foundation and let him know how the previ-
ous grant affected the science department. He
was very impressed. I was in contact with the
See Large, p. 6
scope, and to provide equipment for the Olin
building to be used in physics courses and in
a new research lab, according to Michael
Monee, chair of the physics department.
"Any endowed chair faculty position frees
up that money for other [purposes]. Any
endowed faculty member will help that de-
partment as a whole," Monee said.
He added, "It gives us state of the art
equipment which coincides with our move to
the Olin building:'
Stephen Loomis, provost and dean of the
faculty, worked to create the proposal for the
grant.
Loomis said, ..It is a very significant grant.
1think it is going to have a great effect [on the
BY BEN RUBIN
Associate News Editor
A $1.7 million grant was awarded to Con-
necticut College by the Sherman Fairchild
Foundation to be used for the advancement of
the sciences, according to Claire Gaudiani,
president of the college.
"1 think it will attract more students inter-
ested in physics and the physical sciences.
The college will be able to provide an in-
creasingly richer science department. I am
verygrateful and very excited," saidGaudiani.
The grant, to be paid over four years, will
be used to create an endowed chair for the
physics department, to purchase a new tele-
PholO courtesy olCollege Relations
Senior David Barron, NCAA silver medal winner
Barron claims silver
medal at NCAA
BY SEAN HANLON
Sports Editor
Poor attendance plagues General Education open meetings Dave Barron continued his incredible runat the best throwers in the country in the 35-
pound weight throw this weekend. He fin-
ished second at the NCAA Division III In-
door Championships, becoming the first Conn
track athlete to earn a medal at the event.
His throw of 61 feet, five and 1/4 inches
was only three and 1/4 inches shorter than the
gold medal throw by Trevor Hitchcock of the
University of New York at Freedonia. That
throw marked the fifth time this winter that
Barron has broken his personal and college
record.
"I think it was the level of competition,"
Barron said of what drove him to his best
throw of the season. "It was the right time,
right place. [guess 1just got lucky."
Christopher Cory, director of college relations, asked theEPC mem-
bers which complicated issues need to be considered in general
education.
"There are a lot of really complicated issues that need more faculty
and student debate than we've had," said Hanlon.
Much of the discussion at the open meetings revolved around the
role of Psychology 101 as a science course that would fulfill the
requirement. Subcommittee members admitted that they would like
to see more discourse in the community.
The main debate surrounding this increase of the science require-
ment is the position of Psychology 101, and whether or not it should
fulfill a "hard science" requirement, Thomas Ammirati, associate
professor of physics and EPC member, said.
"If we retain a single course requirement, then should Psychology
101 continue to fulfill that requirement? If you increase the number
See Ceo Ed, p. 6
BY JENNIFER LEV AN
Special to The College Voice
Once again affected by poor student and faculty turnout, the latest
in the series of open discussions about the development of a new
General Education plan debated the role of science in the plan.
Under the current Gen Ed plan, students are required to take one
semester of science. The Education Planning Committee subcommit-
tee researching the issue is deliberating the merit of expanding the
requirement to two courses.
At the third open meeting last week, there were only two members'
of the college community present besides the two EPC members, a
situation which was admittedly not conducive to active discourse in
the development of the curriculum.
"We were really here to hear from faculty and students," Camille
Hanlon, professor of c~ild development and EPC member, said when
"",,_I11'-III
•• s,""IIBarron, p. 14
Also in this issue:
I
Sports pp. 14-16
AIl:t ex """,I;:' ainment,",unll1l .IIUUy"
Viewpoint pp. 2-4
FSCC responds to Trustees'
budget decisions in an open
letter to the chair of the Board
pp.11,13
Brazilian one-acts draw a
crowd to Palmer
Comics p. 12Previews of spring seasons
for women's lacrosse, men's
tennis, and women's crew
--j
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CONNThought
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Examine the speech codes at Conn:
An unconstitutional double
standard is in the C book
Student expresses displeasure for Soar poster for party
Supreme Court case on such vague policies, R.A. V. v.
City of St Paul, Minnesota, 112 S.C!. 2538 (1992). In
that case, Robert A. Viktoria burned a cross on the
lawn of a black family in St. Paul. He was subse-
quently arrested and convicted for violating the 1989
city ordinance against placing on a public property a
burning cross, swastika, or other symbol likely to
arouse "anger, alarm, or resentment in others on the
basis of race, color,
creed, religion, or
gender." Doesn't the
St. Paul city ordi-
nance look strikingly
similar to the
college's policy on
racial and sexual ha-
rassment? And guess
what folks? Mr.
Victoria's appeal
to the Supreme Cou rt
was successful. He
got off. The Court
categorized his burn-
ing of the cross as
fighting words. But
as Justice Scalia
notes in writing the
Court's decision:
"[the 1989 St. Paul
city ordinance] has
proscribed fighting
words of whatever
mannerthatcommu-
nicate messages of
racial, gender, or re-
ligious intolerance.
Selectivity of this
sort creates the pos-
sibility that the city
is seeking to handi-
cap the expression of
particular ideas."
Handicapping the
expression of ideas
is against First
Amendment of the
United States Con-
stitution. Thissortof
handicap is com-
monly known as the "chilling effect." This phenom-
enon is one where individuals are afraid to say what is
on their mind because of the consequences that they
may face. That fear of expression stems from such
vague policies the St. Paul city ordinance and our
college's policy on racial and sexual harassment. And
in my hypothetical situation, at first I would face
serious consequences, but the college would face
more severe conseq uences. Realistically, I would never
sponsor such a party, nor do Ithink that SOAR should
have either. I also believe that Mr. Viktoria was very
wrong, but the problem is that there was a definite
chilling effect in St. Paul much like on this campus. I
would also like to note that SOAR was clever to wait
until Thursday night to post their advertisements.
They were clever because Thursday night is the dead-
line for letters to the Voice, and there will not be
another issue until the second week in April, long after
this party is but a memory. I do not wish to file an
official complaint. What Ido wish is for SOAR and the
college's officials to sitdown and take a long hard look
at their policies and what they are doing. Wesleyan
recently abandoned their similar policy because their
attorneys told them that it would not stand in a court of
law. Iurge Connecticut College to do the same.
I am pissed! I am pissed at this college's double
standards. I was just walking into Harris for dinner on
Thursday night, and I noticed an advertisement for a
party sponsored by SOAR, called a Dominatrix Party.
The ad caught my eye because of the picture of a
dominant woman standing over a crouched man. That
picture did not bother me as much as the requirements
to attend. I quote the ad, "Women Must Dress Domi-
nantly. Men
Must Dress As
Slaves." Now,
if everyone
reading this ar-
ticle hasn't al-
ready noticed
the problem
here, I'll ex-
plain. There are
two very big is-
sues that need
to be addressed
here. One is the
double stan-
dard, and the
other is the
college's
vague racial
and sexual ha-
rassment
policy. I ad-
dress the
double stan-
dard first. Ulti-
mately, what
got me to sit
down on a
Thursdaynight
to write this ar-
tiele after the
toughest aca-
demic week of
my year was
the require-
ments for this
party. The So-
ciety Orga-
nized Against
Racismisspon-
soring a party
where in order for men to attend, they must dress as
slaves, and therein lies the double standard. If I ever
advertised a party where women, African Americans,
or Latinos had to dress as slaves in order to be admitted,
the school would most likely expel me before spring
break. I would be expelled for violating the college's
policy on page 65 of the "C" book, considered to be the
Connecticut College Constitution, on racial and sexual
harassment policies and procedure. The policy states,
"The distinction is that the purpose of communication
cannot be to harass, harm or cause psychological
stress, i.e., withdrawal, fear. anxiety, depression, to
others." Well, let me tell SOAR a little something.
Rightnow, my friends arc coming into my room telling
me to cool it because I am so pissed off that I'm shaking
right now. Doesn't this constitute "harm," "psycho-
logical stress," or "anxiety?" Many would argue that
the harm, psychological stress, and anxiety that I am
feeling now would be too minor for me to file a
complaint to the Procedure for Student Complaints of
Discrimination or Harassment. but again the problem
lies within. The college's policy is too vague. What
exactly is "to harass, harm or cause psychological
stress. i.e., withdrawal, fear. anxiety. depression to
others?" Continuing with my hypothetical situation, if
Iever were expelled for these reasons, Iwould take this
college to court quicker than they would have expelled
me, and I would win my case. My case would be won
on the basis of the recently decided United States
Dominatrix party
Jri/Dy iJ,{arm 11
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Class ofl995
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This poster appeared on Harris walls, among other places, to advertise
a dominatrix party sponsored by SOAR.
Correction:
The lacrosse player on p. 16 was Damien DePeter (The College Voice, March 8,1994).
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Special/Mw this wed. goes to a bWN:hof folks:
To Lee "Skippy" Rawles for his bizzare dedU:alion to tlte Voice staff, Mt to melUion
his copy.ediJing sJcills. Even t/tough yOf/.ltave lHgf/.fl.to blend in with 1M offl.Ce
fwniJlIJe, you nave yel to spill a good SIOryand we all love you ,.
To Dana Rousmaniere, OIUfavorite ediJOT./OTyow wpiTaljonalvisiJs and aNWying/y
high spirits- its abOf/.l/ime yOf/.n1iJlU 1114 masthead, JOll big weenie.
To Sarah HeNligaJI, OIUl-Board member in 1M /tole! You are amaziJIg! T.Jtan.Icsever
so much fOT1M support, copy·ediliJIg and paste·up! All OUTLove ... P.S.· If 'JOUever
waa to pf/.l yOIUtalelUs to good use again ,..
AndjiNJlly, we mete old this /toMT OM fMre time to osr beloved pub/i.lher, Jon. It' s
heM a ITunendollS year. We /tope you !lad as pMMmenal a time os we did. We 10Ye
you more than MowuaiJI Splooge. Please remembeT IlS foNily as you.move on, and
don't worry, we'll take lhem all ill Round 1, Coach.
TN Ct;HJ~r Vo'n i. a DOD-prOfu.md>::u.podu~ ~~t. Ediwrial orr_ ~ locu:d m the Crozier.
illiImI Studcttt Caller, Advcztgq lChcdule:. Itt: available: upm n:<jllea. u.na. to theV"i".,ill be publiabed
on fllbjccu ot~ to lhc: c:aIUmIlli!y. TIE deadline: Cor all Jclkrl is ThllrWl.y ld'- pm.. Cor ttz flilowin&
week'. iauc:. Bc:a.-:: .. fthe vallltttC or mail and olb:t ~idc:rationJ, .., c:aDlOIllIItltac the pIIblic:atian of
any mtm. .. ion. We: 1'QI:rvc: lhc: ri&Jlt to edit ror clarity and 1en1th. AJI.ubm.iant TIIIift be lypcd, double-
Ip&CCd. fllfl"d, and mud.: ...~ numt:e.-tor veri&ltion. Opini<ms Qpreac:d ill the Editorial are w- <:L
th= ColJcF Voice PIibliIhq Group; tha.c Qpr-.t d-e .. betc ill tilt: paper~ the opiniona .. rthe ..,.ila"l and
OOtKItnc:oeasariIy ~flc:c:l thl: vic .. ofthia paper.
Founded 1976
O..vid Stewart (follllder)
William F. W&1lc:r (Edilor in Chid'EmcriIUS)
Copyright © 1994, The College Voice Publishing Group. All Rights Reserved
April Ondis
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Alexander Cote
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~ ...~~~~~CONN"'houghtNiewpoint
Conn leaves Stone Age: allow cable in dorms"i..I'~_-'1\.,~
"Are you watching 9021O?'' ''Nope, we're watching the
Olympics" This was the scene a few weeks ago in the JA
living room, and one that I have seen frequently occurring for
three years on this campus. Group A wants to watch show A,
Group B wants to watch show B. Sometimes Groups C and D
are thrown into the mix. The problem is obvious. 100 people
in a dorm + I Television Set = lRffiJBLE!'
The idea that 100 people can happily share one television
set is as ridiculous as thinking the Rangers can win the Stanley
Cup. And this problem can only be alleviated in one way: let
students access cable TV in their dorm rooms.
Now, I am not going to lie and say that I want cable TV in
my room so that! can watch CNN and the Discovery Channel.
I've probably turned these channels on a total of 10 times in
my life. But I do want to be able to watch "The Jetsons" or
"Laverne and Shirley" at my convenience, and not based on
the hope that none of the olher99 people in my dorm are using
the TV. Surely there are a lot of people on campus who like
to watch CNN and the Discovery Channel. I am not one of
them, but the point is clear. We should all have the option to
watch whatever we want whenever we want to. After all, we
are all adults here. The dorms are already wired for cable,
LET THE CABLE COMPANY IN!!!!!!
Television is an important part of our culture. People love
television, and Americans especially love it. At6 p.m. on any
given night one student may want to watch the news, two want
to watch "Full House" and three olhers"Skiing from Aspen."
Why should the decision of what is being watched go to the
party that arrived first? It does, however, and the reason is
because with 100 students, 30 channels, and one set there is
no way everyone can be happy.
What are the reasons that we don't have cable TV access
in our rooms already? I seem to remember reading some-
where that the President feels that it will interfere with the
work that students are here to do. This is ridiculous. Almost
all of us had cable TV in our homes during high school and
we all did well enough there to gain entry to this school. If,
after doing work for four hours on a Tuesday night I feel like
watching "Cheers," I shouldn't have to walk around campus
for 20 minutes to find a vacant dorm living room.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that New
London, CT lies somewhere between Boston, New York.and
Outer Mongolia. Even with my high powered antenna (Radio
Shack, $60) that picks up everything from 2-13 in NJ, the
only channel I can receive here is Channel 26 New London.
This channel is great for three things. Yankee games,
lnfornmercials, and the "Movie Greats Network" where I
have been treated to such late night fair as "Dulcima" and
"Nobody's Perfect." The constant watching of this channel
has not lowered my grades at all, but has enlightened me to
the perfect way to clean an oil Slain off my car's glove
compartment. Cable TV is the only way we can get any TV
reception in our donn rooms.
Nobody is asking the college to pay for student's cable TV .
I'm sure those of us who want it will be thrilled to pick up the
lab. And judging by the 1,000 signatures garnered last week,
I don't think I'm the only one who wants cable TV. The
solution is simple. President Gaudiani should make a call to
the cable company immediately, and those blue cable vans
should arrive at the dorms on this campus right after spring
break for anybody who wants cable. Is it really necessary to
study how cable TV has affected students at other institu-
tions?
What college has a statistic that said the average GPA was
2.9 before Cable TV and 2.748 after? We all love television.
Many highly successful people probably even have more
THAN ONE TV wired for cable in their mansions. I cannot
possibly see how cable TV is going to destroy the college's
reputation.
I hope this issue is settled quickly. Otherwise you may see
a huge riot on this campus in a few months if the Islanders!
Rangers Game 7 is on the same night that the world finally
discovers lhat Andrea's baby is actually Jim Walsh's.
Jonathan Rudnick
Class of 1995
Anonymous letter spurs
internal discussion on policy
Recently The College Voice received an anonymous letter to be published in the
CONNThought section of this week's issue. It is Voice policy not to print anonymous letters.
The policy, enforced almost unanimously by publications nation-wide, exists both as a
safeguard for the paper in legal matters, as a means of maintaining the integrity and credibility
demanded by the ethical code of journalism, and simply because the facts presented in an
,anonymous letter cannot 'be attributed. Usually, this policy presents no dilemma for the
editors. .
This week it did.
The author of the letter, whose identity is unknown even to the staff of the Voice. claimed
that heor she has AIDS. The author'S purpose was to convey a sense of reality of the existence
of HIV in the campus community. The letter was succinct, and used plain, straightforward
language to convey its point. Yet, the relative value, of printing must be weighed against the
breaking of policy and the many risks involved. Among these nsks: there IS a very real
possibility that the letter is a hoax, perhaps written by a well:meanmg individual trymg to press
his or her own agenda. It is understandable that such an individual wouldfmd It very ternpung
to writea letter as though they themselves had AIDS: it is plainly obvious that a letter warnmg
the campus to have safe sex lakes on an e~tirel y different meaning when it is written in the first
person ..But the implications of publishmg an unSigned letter are more than .lhe newspaper
being used to further a student's agenda. The College Voice slakes us credibility each week
on the letters it prints. And ahhough the CONNThought/Viewpoint section is a pubhcforum,
the Voice implicitly pledges that letters in the section meet at least the mnurnum cntena.
Under the policy, individuals who wish tosubmita letter, but would like to have then names
withheld for publication, must provide reasons to at least one staff member. Usually when thiS,
occurs a student has concerns for job or academic security. It ISrecogmzed that an individual
with a socially stigmatized disease such as AIDS might have difficulty following this
guideline. . . . '
The staff of The College Voice considered the strong potential posiuve results of the letter s
publication, the least of which is generation of campus discussion of AIDS and prevention of
this disease. However, the editors believe that to suspend policy would not only be an
irresponsible decision but would set a poor precedent. The staff of the VOIce decided not to
publish the piece as CONNThought and instead discuss the reasons behind our decision.'
As always, please feel free to express your opinion on this matter. Letters to the editor are
welcomed, on IBM or Mac disk, in Cro 215 on the Thursday before each Issue ISpubhshed.
The College Voice
Antisemitism is present on Conn campus ..
made a very serious accusation about a large group of people, he declined to s~pport tt w1lh
any sort of fact, and he denied my statementlhat I could believe differently. Atthls pomt I have
decided lhat Ihave not only the right to say somelhmg about thiS mCldent, but the ob!lgatlOn.
Dialogue about issues such as this one are a very imporlant part of life, and particularly of
a college campus and education. However, blanket statements and an unwilhngness to !lsten
to other people simply breeds fear, hate, and separation. The.bestlhing I have heard about thiS
incident is lhatlhe following night, atlhe Chrtsuan Fellowship meeting, lhey prayed for lhe
Jews on lhiscarnpus. I was touched by lhis gesture, and I know my friends feel the same way.
This country is suppose.<! to bea place where people of many different backgrounds can !lve
togelher, engaging in many different activities. Along with this must come an attempt on our
part to lake some responsibility for the people around us. A blanket statement hurts everyone.
Eventually lhe blanket will cover you too.
Two weeks ago I was sitting outside the post effice selling hamantashen for the Jewish
holiday of Purim. This holiday celebrates lhelews' triumph over one man.'s plot to kJlllhem.
A man came up to the table and told me that he would not buy my pasmes Simply because
Chavurah was selling them. He informed me lhat all Jews in ,his country are mahctous. When
I told him that he was entitled to his opinion, he told me that this was nO!just an opmlOn, but
the trulh. . . C .
Iwas stunned that anyone would be so blatantly hostile, especially m the onnecucut
College community. I tried not to think about the Slatement lhat he had just made about many
of my friends. At the same time I laughed that he thought that he could hurt me With thIS
statement. After all, I'm n0t Jewish.
But this statement did hurt me. It belittled a group of people who I love very much, from
friends here at CdIln to mystep-father and the family members he added to my hfe. ThIS
~~nbelittled lhe Jewrsh traditions which I have participated in sin,ce my mother re-marned
when I was seven. .. ,
Yet I hesilated to say or do anything. I didn't feel like I had the nght. After all, he dldn t
actually make a statement about me. However, what was said to me was unacceptable. He
Kimberly Doughty
Class of 1995
ne CoIJeIe Volee
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CONNThoughtlViewpoint
Open letter to Chair of the Board:
Faculty finds little
• • •merit In pay raises
At the strong urging of many faculty members, the Faculty Steering and Conference
Committee has been discussing the recent announcements of the Board's budget decisions,
We recognize that the FSCC, and the faculty in general, has no official ?uthority in fiscal
maucrs. Yet these decisions obviously affect us directly, and we think It Important that the
Board understand OUf views.
In a word, we are disappointed. First, the Board has chosen, yet again, to ignore the
overwhelming faculty vote on a resolution in 1991 that called for merit pay to follow, not
supplant. across-the-board raises equal to increases in the cost of living; by. that reso~uuon. if
funds were insufficient for a cost-or-living raise, no merit pay would be given. While some
faculty favor a merit-pay system (though weccnainly advocate l.h~kind?f reform on v:hich
we arc working with me Provost/Dean of the Faculty), when raises aside from mC~1l fall
significantly below the cost of living a "merit" system ~nmis~k~bly de~olves mt~ a
punishment system. It implies that the majority of faculty doing the" Jobs are 10 fact falling
below expectations, and is not surprisingly taken as insulting. ~urthermore, In a.n .a~ademlc
community that relies on collegiality, such a "demerit" system IS dangerously divisive.
Second, the Board has ignored a vote by the PPBC urging a delay in the final year of gap-
closing for faculty salaries. Again the issue is divisiveness- not only within the faculty (g~p-
closing is, we believe, inequitably distributed), but within the larger College cornmunuy.
Especially coupled with the decision not to offer any across-the-board raise for staff, It
introduces damaging and unnecessary ill-will into a community that, as the president has
repeatedly said', needs to offer itself as a model for cooperative civil existence.
Charles O. Hartman
Chair of the Faculty Steering and Conference Committee
In Response to Strategic Plan:
Reconsider modifying need-
blind admissions policy
Letter to the Voice:
I am writing in response to the draft of the new Strategic Plan that was in the Voice two weeks
ago. Hidden beneath the many initiatives and priorities is the shocking fact that Connecticut
College is trying once again to change the need-blind admissions policy. It seems extremely
unfair to me that students' economic backgrounds need tobe considered when determining
whether they are admitted. Within the Plan itself it is written: "We must continue to take steps
to increase the variety of backgrounds ... in our students." If admissions were not need-blind
then there would be an obvious bias against less fortunate families, and economic diversity
would not be very apparent within the student body.
One of the basic ideas that I have learned from a liberal arts education is that there is a need
for equal opportunity ..People with insufficient funds deserve the same educational chance as
those who are capable of paying the full tuition. Admission decisions should be based on
merit. Therefore. it is unnecessary to look at how much money applicants' families possess.
The decision as to whether or not to getrid of the need-blind admissions policy is a moral issue.
Which is more important money or fairness? To me the answer is thata need-blind admissions
policy is necessary.
Sincerely,
Jerma Landrigan
Class ofl995
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Graphic by Kathy Burdette
Letter from ex-student
is not anti-woman
A letter [0 the Voice .
I am writing to clarify some misinterpretations regarding my December, 1993 letter which
was published in the Voice. Firstly, I was disappointed to find a demeaning and misleading
cartoon placed in the middle of my article. Not only did this act demonstrate a lack of
professionalism on the Voice's part; but it pathetically showed the college's need to try and
discredit the merits of my factual essay. Of course it is completely acceptable for one to offer
bis/net opposing cpinion - however in professional publications in the "real world" rebuttals
generally don 't appear in the middle of the other person's argument.If the amateur writers of
the Voice wish to move up the journalistic ladder, perhaps they should implement the
important qualities of character and integrity in their work rather than propaganda tactics. The
creation and particular placement of the cartoon by the Voice's editors simply supports the
claim that media brainwashes the weak minded.
At no point in my letter did I use a condescending tone or say anything remotely offensive
about women. After reading the tainted cartoon some people were obviously swayed to
believe something that never existed - simply for the point of controversy. For those who
missed the supposed anti-woman comment here it is:
"Connecticut College is still a woman's college. The women in power posi tions President,
Dean of Admissions, and Registrar must have felt personally cheated that a male they felt they
were doing a favor for had to be accepted into their prestigious school without having done
enough grunt work." Now if one still thinks that there is some hidden anti women message
here - then there's more kneejerking going on at Connecticut College that I ever imagined.
The lasttime I checked, my father died in 1980, and my mother got two master degrees, spoke
five languages, became a stock trader, lawyer, and single handedly paid my way through
private elementary, boarding school and college. So don't tell me I don 't know the accolades,
virtues or qualities of women - for they are not better or worse than men.
Sincerely,
Chadbryne R. Dickens
Former-ly Class or 1994
Review of An Irish Evening was far from accurate and fair
A letter [0 the Voice:
In response to the poorly written review of the lACS
performance "An Irish Evening"; entitled "Irish angst played
out in Cro," by Tim Devin, it seems to me personally, that
when Tim Devin reviewed the lACS performance of last
Friday, March 4, he was perhaps in the wrong room. I'm not
sure what it was that he reviewed, but it appears barely
resemblant of our performance's purposes or intentions.
While it is true. as Devin pointed out, that some actors are
prone to moments of overacting and melodramatic tendency
and that our performance was not perhaps Broadway mate-
rial, it seems to me that Devin missed the overall picture that
the lACS was attempting to portray in this performance. The
purposes and intentions behind "An Irish Evening" were
numerous. Yet Devin's review seemed to miss the majority
of them. I shall explain.
First, our organization's name is ''The Irish American
Cultural Society," not just the "Irish American Society".
That Devin obtained most of his information from the play-
bill, and still missed the largest of letters on the cover, in our
name, is simply inexcusable.
Second.throughout the review, Devin mentioned only half
of the eight cast members, and none of the crew. Among and
aside from the few cast members he had mentioned, were
myself, Brendan Baggiu, Kathryn Tewson, Meredith Kasten,
Chris Cini, Rudi Riet, Suzie Erb, and Michelle Ronayne (his
forgotten editor at the Voice).
It is insulting to think that of only eight, only four of the cast
could be mentioned, especially in the capacities that these
performers fulfilled. For example, Suzie Erb performed a
Traditional Irish Folkdance, and Kathryn Tewson, accompa-
nied once by Rulli Riel, did two musical performances. That
Devin missed not only the cast as a whole, but the diversity of
their functions in "An Irish Evening," is merely ignorant.
Third, their were several purposes behind "An Irish
Evening," beside displaying the angst between the Irish and
their British Invaders, nor merely displaying our pride in the
Irish and Irish-American culture. The whole purpose of the
evening, as stated again on the cover of the playbill, Devin's
sole source, was in "Tracing the history of Ireland and lrish-
America through dramatic retrospect." The variety of pcrfor-
mances displayed life from the ancient to the modern, includ-
ing a variety of performances that did not regard the British
invasions, but rather the likes of the potato famine, or even the
mass immigrations to America.
And finally, Lrnention the single scene that Devin did
"appear" to watch: Brendan Baggius reading of Leon Uris'
"Ireland." Unfortunately, that too was wrong. Devin made a
small error in .this one - he had the wrong scene. The scene
described was in fact from "Borstal Boy," by Brendan Behan.
Our goals were simple: to leave the audience member with
an idea of what Ireland and irish-America has been through,
by offering a variety of dramatic performance! tracing the
major trends of Irish history. It is important to realize that the
lACS IS the first non-language or non-race/ethnic based
organization on this campus. and that we did not have access
to the resources "available" to the campus that the other
theater productions do. .
All in all, I can only say that I am disappointed with the
quality and shortsightedness of Devin's review. I feci, as
many have complemented us upon, that for a non-Theater
major/minor, or for a non- Theater One production, and for all
the work the cast and the crew accomplished, the perfor-
mance of An Irish Evening went rather well
. $incereIY,
Jesse Roberts
Class or 1996
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The new Strategic Plan:
News
Team members address reasons
for modifying need-blind policy
policy, students are admitted to the college
without regard LOtheir families' ability LO
pay. However, students on the admission
wait-list and transfer students are not held LO
the sarne need-blind standards.
The proposed modification would take
some student's ability to pay into account
when reviewing applications. The college
recieves approximately 3,000 applications
for admissions each year, of which around
fifty percent are admitted. Wayne Swanson,
professor of government and team member
said the first 1000 applicants accepted would
still beconsidered without regard to ability LO
pay. However, the system would work differ-ently for the last 600 admittees who are CJa' M tlh . Rob Sumnerti'hoto Editor~ Ire a ews, vice p,resident f~r planning and dean of admissions, answers questions from
reviewed by the admissions staff. a£sem.bly members on Ilnanclal aid during Thursday's Assembly meeting.
By implementing this plan, tearn members I'hope.to free up more money LObe offered as re auve to our cost," said Matthews. attend the college sends the message that thc
as financial aid for some of the top students GIven th~ cost of a Connecticut College candidate is somehow not qualified LObe a
admitted. Mathews said that the college will education, havmg people from lower in- student, when the real reason is that they
focus its resources on attracting really high- come groups m c1~ssrooms and dorms is a cannot afford LOpay tuition.
quality students, and then award them the aid ~ery high pnonty,. Matthews said, adding, Another plan from the team calls for the
that they need to come here. The college The goal ISto bnng together students that implementattion of merit scholarships to ad-
ld ff WIllmost enrich each others lives when they mined students. The modified 1- ld
wou a ermore lucrativcfinancial aid pock- form a student body" . . p dn wou
ages LOthese students, hoping to increase the .' mclude about ten ment scholarships which
yield on this top group of admittees. Offenng stronger financial aid packages Matthews called "a modest concept: an ex-
Matthews referred to the plan as "new WIllin theory allow many students to come to periment. It would be to woo people from
institutional methodology," and said that it Connecticut College who may have been Harvard and Yale; to attract people wc fclt
will help to "attract students at the LOpof the deterred by the nsmg cost of private educa- pretty surewould not come."
pool." Said Matthews, "We need to continue non. Just last month, the college's Board of Mauhews said that the idea is to try to
to attract very high quality students." !rustees that tuition for next year would entice people to choose the college without
Itwas emphasized that the plan is intended 11l~~eas,eto $25,250. considering their ability to pay.
to increase both social and economic diver- . Ithmkoncecollegesmovedpast$20,OOO. "We don't want to distribute aid in an ad-
sity at the college. and is geared toward what a lot of families just said 'uncle' ," said hoc suaauon. we want to base it on need:'
the group that is being called the "emotional Matthews. "lthinkS'25.f$$j is going tonurtus said "M.a.\U\e:ws,""Wba\. "\.\.u\n.'K.ow\.\\ mak.e \he
middle class." These are the families who a lot. and I'm worried about that." she said in difference-is an exji:i'hded deEnition of21id.nreference to the latest tuition raise. Msuhews described the system wherccandi-
earn between $60,000 and $90,000 a year; the Matthews said that this plan is more mor- amos would be considered by virtue of their
"middle class" range of Connecticut College ally acceptable than an "accept-deny" policy, contributions.
students. in which students are accepted to the college For those students who would bring fewer
These are "people that look good on paper, without regard to ability to pay, but the col- contributions and less diversity to the school,
but have mortgages, and other children in lege makes no commitment to give financial their ability to pay would be more heavily
school," said Roberto Ifill,associate dean of aid to students, a policy adopted by some weighed.
Rob Sunu,,,'PhotoEdito, the college, and coordinator cf Strategic Plan- other colleges. "It's going to complicate the lives of Fi-
Matt Hyotte, freshman class president, and ning. Matthews emphasized the drawbacks that nancial Aid and Admission enormously ," she
Wayne Swanson, professor of government, These are students who may not qualify preferential packaging or an admit/deny said. "To do this is going to cost the College
discuss modifying the need-blind admissions under federal guidelines as middle-class, but policy would have. She said that being admit- some money, but I think it will yield us the
,.p_ot_ic_
y
_, '_'fi.;.o;.ru; ;s;.th~ey:.ar;:.;.e.;o.;.u;.r;.m;.id;;;d1..;,e.;.-..;,in..;,c;;;o..;,m;.:e.;k;.id;;;S;.:,;..;,it;.'S;...-t:;;ed;:.;.a::.;n.:d.;n;;o;.:,t..;r:;eceivingthe nec ssary aid to kind of stude t body that we want to have."
BY NATALIE HII.DT
T~ CollegeVoice
.Members of the Financial Strategic Plan-
rung Team discussed the initiative in the draft
of the new Strategic Plan which addresses the
modification of the college's need-blind ad-
mISSIOnspolicy at Thursday night's Student
Government Association Assembly.
. Members of the team explained the reason-
ing behind the decision, most importantly the
college's low yield on getting accepted stu-
dents to matriculate at the college.
.Whereas ~any institutions once practiced
. this need-blmd admissions, fewer and fewer
continue to do so, according to Claire
Matthews, vice president for planning and
dean of admissions. Matthews said that MIT
is the only highly reputed college that she
knows of that continues to be purely need-
blind. Under this college's current policy,
Under the current need-blind admissions
Kaplan LSAT course ON CAMPUS.
CLASS BEGIN APRIL 5
STUDY WITH THE COUNTRY'S LEADING
LSAT PREP. ORGANIZATION
IT WORKS!!!
-ON CAMPUS STUDY LIBRARY
-LIVE CLASSES TOUGHT BY EXPERTS ON THE TEST
-HOME STUDYBOOKS DESIGNEDSPECIFICALLY FOR THE MeAT
TAKING JUNE'S TEST? THIS IS YOUR COURSE, START
GETIING READYNOW. TAKINGOCTOBERS EXAM? BEGIN
YOUR PREPARATION NOW AND CONTINUE STUDYING
ANYWHERE IN THE COUNRTY ATNO EXTRA CHARGE.
KAPLAN'S ONE TIME FEE GUARANTEES AS MUCH MCAT PREPARATION
AS YOU NEED, ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY FOR UP TO ONE FULL YEAR
KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.
CALL 1-800-735-PREP
Mtuclt 15, J9~
News
CONNECTICAN
Sanitized Portable Toilets
Connectican portable toilets are strategically placed on the Olin Science
Center construction site.
1-800-
242-2776
(203)
228-0754
Gen Ed open meetings focus
on role of science requirement
Cowinued from p.l
of courses in science, then you're
inviting the increase of courses in
other areas," Ammirati said.
Ammirati said, "I think the
gist of the discussion [thus
{ai\ was. \hat in a two course
science requirement people
were comfortable with psy-
chology being included in
mat ... but that in a one course
requirement, .they were un-
comfortable with psychol-
ogy being-included."
According to Ammirati,
it is the content of the sci-
ence course, and the kind of
course that should fulfill the
requirement, that is at issue.
"1 tvery much comes down
to if Psychology 101 is rep-
resentativeofthecontentand
methodology [of a general educa-
tion science requirement],
..Ammirati said.
Stuart Vyse, professor of psy-
chology, said, "But someone can
still escape introductory chemistry
and physics by taking introductory
biology and chemistry."
Vyse continued, "What about
breaking the sciences down into
biological, behavioral, and physi-
cal,and making acourserequired in
each one?"
Hanlon argued against the idea of
expanding the requirement further
and said, "My inclination would be
to hold out against the two semester
requirement I think One semester
in behavioral and one semester in
the social sciences are acceptable
for general education."
"I don't tend to think of this as
science and not science," Hanlon
stressed. As a member of the child
development department, Hanlon
said child development is about
pbysical growth and development
and, "You can't get much more
biological than that."
"What we have to do is to help
peopledevelop a sense of what these
arearequirementsare,"Hanlon said,
"and expunge the idea of social
sciences as not being science."
However, Vyse said there is a
unifying element within the sciences
and "That does not hold very easily
against the span of social sciences."
Hanlon responded, "I'm uncom-
fortable with one course in psychol-
ogy in one area and the rest in an-
other."
Besides the Psychology
101 debate, Ammirati
seemed to feel that the main
focus of the EPC at the mo-
mentshould be the strict defi-
nition of the science require-
ment.
"One of our focuses is to
separate the number of se-
mesters from what the re-
quirement would be,"
Ammirati said.
The goals of the existing
science requirement need to
be laid out, according to
Ammirati, who said that the
college must decide if the
general education require-
ment should be training students for
pre-apprentice work or showing
them experiments relative to what
they're actually learning, as many
laboratory science courses are
geared towards pre-apprentice
work.
Cory alluded to the necessity of
hands-on exposure and the use of
certain basic investigative tech-
niques.
He also said that general educa-
tion science courses do not neces-
saril y need to be general survey
courses. "Y au can of Len get the
principle of an entire field by get-
ting to be good at just one thing,"
Cory said.
Cory also discussed the opposing
side of the same argument. He said
that students major in certain areas
in which they want to specialize, so
itseemsas if a general science course
might fill the requirement ad-
equately.
However, Ammirati stressed that
it is necessary to know scientific
methodology in depth, since much
of it is needed to function in the
modem world, and personal experi-
ences and high school experiences
with science are just not enough to
obtain a sufficient understanding of
scientific methodology.
'I think the gist of the discussion
[thus far} was that in a two
course science requirement
people were comfortable with
psychology being included in
that ,.. but that in a one course
requirement, they were
uncomfortable with psychology
being included,'
- Thomas Ammirati, associate
professor of physics and EPe member
Altliough Vyse believes that psy-
chology straddles many areas of the
curriculum, he said, "I think it would
be a mistake to have students leave
with the impression that psychol-
ogy is a social science."
In the psychology department,
Vyse said more than half of the
courses could be identified as sci-
ence courses and said, "We are an
applied science like medicine."
Vyse presented the argument that
psychology is an applied science
because it involves laboratory work
in controlledexperimcntanon. Vyse
said physiological psychology is a
discipline in which emphasis is
placed on the human being with
study taking place in controlled
laboratory settings.
''I'm still concerned that in the
end, and maybe the science require-
ment is not the right way to go about
it, but the core issue is that there is
a common mistake that methods
science can't be applied to human
behavior," Vyse said.
Vyse mentioned the idea of a
separate general education require-
ment, a category of courses that
would include other psychology
courses besides Psychology 101,
and other courses which meet stan-
dards of scientific methodology.
Matthews says polls indicate
graduates satisified by college;
reflected by low attrition rate
COnJin.~d from p.l
nal freshmen remain. . d d f d . .
. M the vice president for planning an ean 0 a rmssions,Claire at ws, . h d . .
.d "One reason that we choose those students m tea rmssions process
sal , likely to be successful and are a good match for thewho are most
institution." tI . fi h demiIthi kth tConnecticutCollegeapparen ysaus lest eaca enuc
Also, In a " id M Ith'a! eed f a larger number of students, sal a ews.and soci n so . .
to say that based on comments graduating seniorsMatthews went on '. .
. . II she believes students are m general pleased With themade 10 an exit po , " h
. f Ii "Th satisfaction level of graduating seniors, on a w olequality 0 He. e .' th f
f . that we ask them is very high. I think that e sa ety netrange 0 quesllons ' .
th d ' ffice provides in terms of contacting students who arethat e ean sOl " id M h. derni difficulty early in the semester he ps, sal att ews.having aca erruc .
h id while the attrition rate IS low, the college must takeMatt ews sal .
ibili f strengthening any areas of weakness which may causeresponsr I uy or .
students to leave. ....
"One of the ways we stay alert to quality of life Issues IS by watching the
attrition rate," said Matthews. . .,
"I think that the administration is responsible for the quality of hfe on
d . ally intellectually in termsofaddiuonalcu!turalevents,campus,aca ernIC, '. . .. "or ,...
and socially as well in terms of extra-cuITIcular planning, I do think It " ..he
ibilit of the administration to be concerned about the quality ofresponsr 1 I Y .
life," said Matthews. . .
Jennifer Scott, SAC chair, said while the rate of annuon may be
comparatively low, it is important to consider that the quality of student
life may be an issue in the rate. "It has been my observation, ove~th~ la~t
three years as a member of the SAC executive board, that the social life IS
adequate, but not phenomenal. We've reached a plateau, where wh,en a
student leaves he or she can say, 'Yeah, Ihad a good ume at Conn, but
not 'Wow! What a place: and right now , the system is not designed for that
phenomenal experience," said Scott.
Scott said she feels the college expends much effort attracting students
and maintaining a connection with alumni, but does not show the same
concern for enrolled students.
"Idon't think that enough attention has been paid to the students who are
here now. We are the future alumni:' said Scott.
Large grant to enhance
physics department
Coniinuedfrom p.l
foundation annually and two years
ago Ispent a good [amount of] time
with the vice president detailing the
information [surrounding the sci-
ence department] and the arrival of
the Olin building," said Gaudiani.
Gaudiani indicated to the foun-
dation that she was interested in
receiving a large scale grant
"A teann of scientists [from the
foundation] made an extensive site
visit to the college and looked at all
the progress we had made in
strengthening the sciences," said
Gaudiani. Gaudiani said that this
strengthening had taken place in
various ways, including increases
in internships for students in the
sciences, and more opportunities
for student and faculty research
projects.
"It's all part of the achievement
of the first five year plan," said
Gaudiani, "The grant made sense in
that context."
Gaudiani added, "We got exactly
what we asked for." .
The Strategic Plan implemented
five years ago identified strength-
ening the sciences as a goal for the
college.
'Things that do not get in the Strategic Plan tend /lOt to get tlte same emphasis."
-Camille Hanlon, professor of Child Development and ErC member, at an operi
meeting to discuss Ihe Gen Ed plan last week.
"Gh shit. That was my laSI reasonJor being at Conn."
-Lauren Mathews. reacting to an out·of-order sign on the milksbake machine in
Harris.
"/1 was chocolate 100."
-Student behind Lauren.
"Honestly, all my life / have wllnled to kick someone' sass."
-Shelli Catalina.
"So what are we voting on?"
-Lee Rawles, house senator of Park, havingjust ran into the SGA Assembly
meeting with a nice cup of hot chocolate in the middle of a vote and raising his
hand.
\ \ '" '"
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Math department warns that loss of
faculty slot harms computer science
Gaudiani, who will make their final
proposal to the Board of Trustees.
"The computer science program
wiUbe lost if there is a staffing CuI.
A visiting committee agreed with
our conclusion that it would be the
computer science department that
would be lost. We are very upset;
we think it is a terrible mistake,"
said Bridget Baird, chairofthe phys-
ics department.
Sandra Carrigan, chair of themath
advisoryboard,encouragedstudents
to sign a petition to protest the pro-
posed cuts. Carrigan plans to sub-
mit the petition, which tallied ap-
proximately 600 signatures, to the
FSCC and Gaudiani.
"It is ironic that [Gaudiani] is
really trying to push for the scien-
tific side of liberal arts but at the
same time she is destroying the com-
the department wiU have only 5.5
full-time equivalency [FIE] fac-
ulty, rather than the six it currently
has. Because some instructors. such
as pan-time faculty or endowed
chairs, teach less than the normal
3:2 load, the FfE number refers to
the total of full courseloads taught
by all the professors in a depart-
ment
Stephen Loomis, provost and
dean of the faculty, and Claire
Gaudiani, president of the college,
made their proposals to the Faculty
Steering and Conference Commit-
tee for the structuring of faculty
within each department for the 1995-
96 academic year.
The math department has re-
sponded to the proposal through the
FSCC, which will then makc its
recommendation to Loomis and
BY BEN RUBIN
Associate News Editor
A recent petition has alerted the
student body to the possibility thai
the computer science program will
not be able to continue as a result of
the proposed faculty reduction in
the math department for the 1995-
96 academic year.
Theschoolcurrentlyoffersacom-
puter science minor through the
math department. Ernest Schle-
singer, professor of mathematics,
leaches the majority of thesecourses
but he is retiring after this year.
According to various faculty and
students, the college is planning to
hire a replacement faculty in an-
other academic area, and is not plan-
ning to replace the position in the
math department. If this happens
Rob SUlMul Photo Editor
Ernest SchJeslnger, professor of mathematics, is retiring this year. Tbe
math department said if his position is not ruled, computer science is lost.
Connecticut College."
A February draft of the math
department's response to the pro-
posed faculty reduction stated, "The
elimination of a computer science
program ... would be a mistake of
drastic proportions that would have
repercussions for students through-
out the college and for the future
prosperity of the college."
The draft outlined the detrimen-
tal effects that the cuts would have
on other science departments, The
Center for Arts and Technology,
and the many students from other
depa~ur:enlS who minor in com-
puter science and who use this ex-
perience LO gain employment.
"The faculty have talked to Dcan
Loomis, (and) they have said if you
cut this position, the computer sci-
ence minor win be lost. Origina\\y
the position was going to be cut at
the end ct t\\is 'Year.We an".losing,
s\uden\S on. a te~u\al: 'o3.s\.s'oecaose.
we don'[ have acomputer sJfencc .
department, "said Kim Roark, chair
of academic affairs.
Loomis said, "The final decision
has not yet been made. 1have not
seen the math deparunent'scvalua-
lion yet"
puter science department," said
Carrigan.
Carrigan explained, "Every one
of our peer schools has a computer
science department. we're not go-
ing to be able to compete with these
schools. The visuingcommitteesaid
that it would be terrible to lose the
computer science department. [The
loss] may hurt the reputation of
Your Future Is In Washington.
I
Advance Your Career. Advance to Washington This Summer.
Maximize Your (areer Potentiol with Special
Summer Programs
Prevention of Terrorism
Historical Archaeology
• History in the Media
• Sport& Event Management
• Tropical Marine Biology
Publication Institute
• International Education:
Indonesia and Malaysia
S
pend this summer learning in the w~rld's most
stimulating city. The 19~ Su~mer SeSSIOnsat The
George Washington University offer over 500
courses covering 60 different areas of study.
CRUISE JOBS• GW Madrid Centre
• Public Relations
• Total Quality Management
in Higher Education
• Information Systems
• Legal Assistant
• Latin America: Cultural
and Business Environment
• Anti:Many More!
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ Imo. working for
Cruise Ships or Land-Toe- companies
World Travel Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No exper ience
necessary. For more information call :
'7i06\· 634-0468 ext. CS083
Enjoy the Resources cd the Nation's ~a1
Located just four blocks from the White House. and
adjacent to the World Bank, GW's campus IS within
walking distance of the U.S. State Departmen~, the
Smithsonian, and many other prestigious inaututrons. rEarn $500 - $1000""'"
weekly stuffing
envelopes.
For Details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
\.. Dover, DE 1990~
(hoose from a Variety of Options
at The George Washington University
Twomain 6-week sessions: May 11 - June 22 and
June 27 -..August 8. Plus sessions ranging from one-
week field sessions to 13-week seminars.
For More Information, eThe
(011202-994-6360 ~e
or mail or fax the as n
coupon below. 1
_________________________________ '!_A_S_H_I!:_G_T_':~_O_c _
-~-------------------------------------
My Future Is in Washington This Summer!
Please rush me' the following informatIOn:
o 1994 Summer Sessions Bulletin with course
descriptions, special programs, Study !,-broad .
programs, schedules, and registration InfonnaUon.
o GW's Year-round Undergraduate Programs
o GW's Year-round Graduate Programs
o 1994 Summer Sessions Study Abroad Programs
in _
Meet the Movers and the Shakers
You'll not only learn from The George Washington
University's distinguished faculty, but will also meet
government and corporate leaders, ~abinet. members,
heads of government agencies, Capitol Hill staffers,
association directors, and corporate executives, who.are
often seminar leaders, guest lecturers, and part-ume
faculty. Opportunities for internships in prominent D.C.
organizations are also available.
DRIVERS WANTEDName D.O.B. ----
Current Address ___
City State --- Zip ----
Phone ( )
Retvm <ompleted form to: .
The GeorgeWashington University, 1994 Sum~er SeSSIOns
2121 Eye Street,NW, Washington, DC 20052
FAX (202)994-9133.
The Georr;e Washington University is an equal opportu~ilY institution.
STUDENTS, RETIREES, T
SELL GOOD HUMOR ICE
CREAM. WORK OUTDOORS
THIS SUMMER. BE YOUR
OWN BOSS. ROUTES
AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA.
EARN 5650.00 TO S950.0
WEEKI.. Y. MALE OR FEMALE.
APPLY NOW. CALLMON-SAT9
AMT03 PM ONLY. (203)366-2641
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Gaudiani will have final say on furniture selection:
Harsh N.E. winter weather slows progress
on construction of new Olin Science Center _
lObe 31 f this year a goallhat necessary materials are either atthe extenor architecture has been me
r 0, , '1 'I bl!h ticulously designed to blend per-
ATALIE Hurrr will be tough to meet according to Site or are readi y avai a e, ere . ., b ildi
V ' ' diffi lti fectlywl!h!heeXisung UI ngson
The College ou:e Steve George, manager of capital are other ICUties. . . . - ed f
------=-------:-- roi ts for the college. "The challenge in anything like campus,' It will be construct 0
ThescvereNew England weather p ,,'JCCI'veasked the contractor to re- this is cooperation, to get everyone granite and umestonc, wiJh a slate
has taken a toll on the progress of h til t on system
construction on the Olin Science evaluate the schedule in light of workinglOgetherasalCafTl,"George roof. T e enur~ v;~ a~, s in Rob Sumnertrhoto Edilor
Center, which is approximately 3S where we've fallen behind, and to added. He noted that getling back will be concea e In c lmn~y de Steve George, manager of capital
rebuild the schedule so that we'll on schedule will require an extra order to prese,rve the aesthetic ,-percent completed at this point, ac- d G projects for the college, points from
cording to college officials. finish on time," said George. effort because of thec?~plexity of sign, accor 1O~ to . eorge., the the roof of the fast-growing Olin
The completion date is set at Oc- Geaorge said although all the building a science building, an ef- As for the 10
1
tenoh
r deS~gnbe building.
fort which requires high-tech hard- turnnurcandco orsc eme a;; en
ware a complex heating and cool- selected, pending GaudlaOl s ap- had selected.
ing system, fume hoods, and other proval. This may seem superfluous, It may be hard to believe, but
technical equipment. but George pointed out that Itwas classes will be held in Olin next
At this point, the site utilities are Gaudiani who advised that themte- year. "For the longest time, it didn't
in, all the steel is erected, some rioraccentsofCrozler-Wilhamsbe seem like it was going to ever be
electrical mechanics are underway, the Conn College blue, rather than finished," George said, "and all of a
and the transformer pad is in place. ~th~e~t~ea:l:.:gne::.::::e:::n:..:th::::::.e.::in.:.:t:er~io:r...:d::es:::.I::'g::n.:.er_..:s ;.ud::d :e :.n. .it ju:.,s:.,t_ro_se_o_u_t_o_f_th_e:::gr_o_u_nd_,n
George also spoke of the slabs of
concrete on the first floor and roof
that have been poured.
The project is halfway to its tar-
get dale, eight months away. When
construction reached its highest
poin t at the end oflast semester, the
crew celebrated with a topping-off
ceremony; placing a pine tree at the
top of the building. According to
George, this is a superstitious prac-
tice which used to be very common,
especially in the Northeast. "It's
not as big a thing as it used to be on
a site, but westiIl try to celebrate it,"
said George.
George added that Claire
Gaudiani, president of the college,
wanted to be involved in the party.
"She bought the beer, we bought
the pizza," George said.
According to George, the college
decided to attempt continuation of
construction throughout the winter.
"It's very painful to work out in !his
cold," George commented.
"0 lin is a signature bui lding. You
see it as you drive up. res important
that it make a statement," said
George. According to George, the
The Camd: ~q;nnection, -' , :fNtM %¥J;1+ ,
A compzlatLOi1JfJ,; "!r§~hools news
CORNll'lGCOMMUNITYCOLLE" wspaper at the school
was shut down by the Studen ,r) sociati ~1ffi,ause the newspaper
was planning to mvesngate l!I!l1tlipnelJ\:JHUa student government
election, according to the edrr-;;;"inchiJr19le association's president
and the dean of the college claim that the newspaper office was
closed down because of "questionable behavior" such as denyipg
membership to an aspiring writer. The newspaper staff is seeking a
lawyer and the editor stale~at the paper was actually shut down
because it was planning to investigate a story about bribery by a
student senator.
MICIllGANSTATE:Six students at the school were arrested on
gambling charges after a gambling operation was discovered in a
dormitory. An undercover officer accompanied a student who owed
$500 to \he operation, as that student paid the debt. The.officer then
\J\acen a bet ct "\'So Ov.il\.\'WQ 'S.tude.nt'& wete c'haI~edWl.U\ Qperatl.n'g,
a gambling house and four others were charged with frequenting a
gambling house.
JACKSONSTATEUNIVERSITY:Approximately 2,000 students protested
the state's attempts to desegregate its schools, by marching from the
university to the Capitol. The students chanted, "No flosing, no
merging" in response to the state's decision to close one black
college and make another merge with a predominantly white school.
In 1992, the U.S. Supreme Court declared that the state's colleges
were segregated.
• This information was compiled from The Chron.icle of lIigher Education..
Don't wait!
Volunteers needed to help raise money,
support efforts to inoculate area children
BY KIM CQII.,'NJFF
The College Voice
IL is 8 a.m. on Saturday, April 9, and you have two
choices of activities: you could either be lumped in a
sloppy state of incoherence, not ready tojoin the world
of !he living forano!her five hours, or be oUlrejuvenat-
ing that sorry body and helping a couple hundred
children, all before most people even stumble down to
Harris.
DuriJlg !he weekend after spring break the Rotary
Club of New London is sponsoring a "Walk/Stroll/Fun
Run" to help fund !he immunization of New London
children. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. at Mitchell
College, and the walk will commence at 9:30 a.m.
Dubbed "Don't Wait, Inoculate!" the goal of the
program is to help assure "every'New London child be
immunized" by !he age of two, according to Tracee
Reiser, director of the Office of Volunteers for Com-
munity Service. The funds from the walk -a-!hon will be
use<lto ensure access to immunizations for all children
in New London.
The need is extremely prevalent in this area, and was
broughlto the attention of !he Rotary Club by health
care providers, city officials, human service providers,
and people working in the school system. Now, many
community members lack knowledge about, and ac-
cess to, primary health care. Many children arc grow-
ing up without having received crucial immunizations.
As a member of the Rotary Club, Reiser is the
primary liaison between this project and the college
community. Joan Hunter, director of human resources,
is also actively involved in Lhefight for immunizations.
Reiser insists thalthe college has the potential to be 'a
considerable resource for !he walk-a-thon through fac-
ulty, staff, and student participation, She suggests that
people organize groups of friends to join together on
Saturday morning. Pledges from Mom, Dad, and
friendly neighbors could be elicited over break.
Activists will collect pledges before the walk, and
then embark on a five~mile excursion through New
London along !he waters of the Thames River. The
niore bouncy types, a.k.a the runners, will shonen !he
distance to a five kilometer run. "Hopefully it'll be a
nice day," said Reiser, although the walk is set to take
place rain or shine.
Will she be sporting it herself that weekend? "Yes,"
Reiser said, ''I'll be partofit because I think all children
should be immunized and this is one strategy that'll
help that happen,"
Those interested in opting for a fun way to spend
SaUIrday morning should visit OVCS and pick up a
pledgeform, Your body will !hank you, and so will !he
children of New London.
Construction' worker on
Olin Site injured in fall
BY AUSTIN JENKINS
1he College Voice
A laborer on the Olin Science Center construction site suffered minor
injuries Tuesday when he fell from scaffolding and was hit in the head with
a plank.
According to Stephen George, manager of capital projects, thirty-six
year old David Coleman was taken by ambulance to the hospital where he
received six stitches for a cut on his head.
Joe Silvestri, associate director of college relations, said Coleman was
on a scaffolding working when a concrete form slipped, knocking him
fifteen feet with the falling plank.
Coleman is employed by the J.S. Nasin Co., the general contractor for
the Olin project. George said the college is not liable for injuries to workers
on the site. "By contract, the contractor carries liability insurance," he said.
George also said he doesn't know of any other injuries on the site. "It's
been a very safe site," he said.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••
The Connecticut
College Review
is currently accepting
article submissions from
students and faculty
members regarding
political, economic, or
social issues
for the spring issue.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: Submissions are due to the office of
:The College Voice Publishing Group
in room 215 in the College Center
QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL INDIA AT x2841
•
•
••••••·............•.......... " , .-
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me Week in SGA~2.'!' -'
variety, and small cultural events
would be co-sponsored by dorm,
class, and club coordinators,"
SCOltsaid that she believes this
would be an advantage over the
current system, in which the SAC
executive board has neither the fi-
nancial or human resources to pro~
duce the quantity and quality of
smaller scale events that me earn-
pus appears to demand.
Poff addressed the issue at As-
sembly. "People think that SAC
sucks, and apparently it does. But
File pholorrhe College Voice what we are excited about is chang-
Jen Scott, SAC Chair ing the system. Talk to us, submit a
campus groups. Scouanributes this proposal [fora co-sponsorship] ,and
difference both to the way SAC if you have 100 students behind
functions and to the monetary re~ you, chances are you are going to
strictions whichothercampusc1ubs have an event you want to attend.
and organizations faceatthis schooI. Then all of a sudden SAC doesn't.
As it stands now, Scott said, SAC suck anymore."
is only able to provide approxi- Another reason that members of
mately two smaller scale events per the SAC executive board have iden-
semester. Other schools, by adopt- tilled as a cause for the lack of
ing a system of co-sponsorships, successful events is the timing of
are able to provide many more, ac- the election of the SAC chair and
cording to Scott. formation of club budgets.
"Most other schools have large Since the SAC chair docs not
co-sponsorship programs that work take office until late spring each
extremely well," said Scott. year, and the Finance Committee
As a part of many other initia- budget process is-not completed
tives, the SAC executive board will until early to mid-fall each year,
seek later this semester to propose they said the SAC chair is not able
such a system at this college, said to book preferred acts for the fall
Scott. semester.
Scott explained that under a re- "It is really important that fund-
vised system SAC would only be ing be granted for contracts signed
responsible for large-scale, tradi- ~ before~hebudgetprocess.Contrac\S
tional campus events such as are legally.binding," said Scott. ,
Floralia,Lhewinterformal,theFirst Scott said that at last month s
Da of Classes party, the Last Day NACAconvention, members of the
of ~Iasses party, and Harvestfest. SAC executive board had the op-
SAC's budget would allocate the portunity to sign several acts for
majority of its funds fortheseevents. next year, but were unable to smce
The rest of the funds, according to the next year's SAC chair, who IS
Scott, would be earmarked for co- the only one able to authorize a
sponsorships with other campus contract for next year, was not yet
clubs. elected. Also, because the budget
"The SAC exec board would be process is not completed until mid-
responsibleforthelraditionalevents October, they could not be sure
-the big ones. All of the novelty, which acts SAC Will be able to
BY APRIL ONDIS
News Editor
Significant changes to the SIrUC-
ture of the Student Activities Coun-
cil were the focus of SAC executive
bOardmembers' presentation at last
Thursday's Student Government
Association Assembly meeting.
Jennifer Scott, SAC chair, opened
discussion by saying, "I think ev-
eryone would agree that campus
events have reached a plateau here.
And it seems to me that the only
way to get past the plateau is to
make some positive changes."
"People here are demanding bet-
ter quality bands and better quality
entertainment," said Ben Tyrell,
SAC events director.
Scott, Jamie Poff, SAC music
director, and Tyrell talked about
The National Association tor Cam-
pusActivities conference that some
members of the SAC executive
board attended a few weeks ago.
At that conference, Poff said.the
contingent from Connecticut Col-
lege was exposed to various come-'
dians, acts, and speakers that SAC
will have the opportunity to book
for performances at the college.
However, Poff said, "Probably the
biggest benefit we got was the in-
teraction with other schools."
Poff said although SAC is re-
sponsible for "pretty much all of the
social life rhat goes on on this cam-
pus," SAC counterparts on other
campuses do not function in the
same way.
At mostother schools represented
at the conference, activities coun-
cils, or programming boards, are
directly responsible only for large
scale, traditional events, according
to Scott. Scott said that while SAC
is responsible for the majority of
all-campus events that take place
on this campus, many of the smaller
scale, novelty events at other cam-
puses are organized by independent
afford.
"We have already missed out on
Limpopo, the Russian mariachi
band that won the International Star
Search and that does those Kit Kat
commercials. They're already
booked at other schools in New
England for the month of October,"
said Scott.
Scott said that one reason SAC is
unable to sign agroup likeLimpopo
is the cost, However, manycolleges
have found a way to avoid paying
full price for acts. Tyrell discussed
this practice, called co-op buying,
at the Assembly meeting.
"If ten schools get together and
want to book Pearl Jam ... and they
can guarantee them a series of dates,
then you can get a band like Pearl
Jam [at a reduced cost to SAC],"
said Tyrell.
Another issue which the SAC
executive board has said it will ad-
dress through a proposal this se-
mester is the dual role of the SAC
chair.
Poff read a list of about eight of
the weekly meetings the SAC chair
is responsible for attending, both as
an SGA and as a SAC executive
board member. "She has been spread
real thin.
Idon't understand why the SAC
chair needs to be silting into so
many of your meetings, and has to
have her hand in so many aspects of
[government]," said Poft.
"SAC can and has suffered tte-.
mcndously; Jen has worked her ass
off, but it has," said Poff.
To solve the problem that the
dual role of the SAC chair creates,
SAC executive board members, and
some present at the Assembly meet-
ing proposed making an executive
board position for an individual who
would represent student life issues.
They said the chair of this position
would have constant contact with
SAC and the Board of Governors,
among others.
Contact session discusses suspending
athletes as means of punishment
"I really. have a problem in sin-
gling out student leaders and people
who participate in athletics, because
we were all accepted [to the col-
lege], and we all represent the col-
lege, whether or not we play
sports," said Mulchandani.
Shedd pointed out that under "C"
Book regulations, students who arc
on academic or social probation are
not eligible to run for elected office.
However, many seemed to feel
that if the Honor Code were broken
in connection to an athlete's partici-
pation with a team, or a student
leader's conduct as a representa-
tive, sanctions to suspend individu-
ais from their teams or positions
would be warranted.
Esther Potter, SGA parliamen-
tarian, said, "If I were to do some-
thing in SGA and broke the rules in
the context of my position on SOA,
then I think we shou Id do some-
thing. But I don't necessarily think
that as a student leader I should give
up my position." .
Shedd said, "We came here 10
order to hear opinions. The stron-
student who worked for the school
newspaper knocked over a liquor
store, would they still be working
Granting the Judiciary Board the for the paper the next day? ," said
power to remove a student leader or Malekoff.
student athlete from their position John Biancur, J-Board coordina-
or team if they are found to have tor, said, "I think the Board wants to
committed a serious Honor Code know if this option should be open,
offense was the discussion topic at it's not that it would be different for
last week's J-Board contact ses- student athletes."
sion. Many student leaders and ath-
Dan Shedd, sophomore class J_ letes present seemed to feel that it
Board representative, said, "Obvi- would be unfair to remove student
ously we're going to have to punish leaders and athletes from their posi-
people, but one of the mail! gcals tions or teams after they had been
[of the J-Board] is to rehabilitate found guilty of serious offenses,
them. And maybe one of their main since that would be a punishment
things is their team, and we don't that only students involved in those
want to take that away from them." activities would receive.
Robert Malekoff, athletic direc- "It could be held against them. If
tor, said, "I guess the thing that they weren't on a team [or other
comes to mind is does theJ-Board activity], maybe ,they would get
want to set policy for student par- some community service bours or
ticipation in athletics that would be" something';" said Neelu
separate for other activities?", Mulchandani, SGA vice president.
Malekoff said that the same pen- Shedd Said, "But they are going
alties that would apply to student to other colleges, and saying they
athletes should to apply to all stu- are from Conn. They represent the
dents involved in .activities. "If a , college."
BY APRIL QNDIS
News Editor
Filt photofTh£ Co/lege Voice
Sara Spoonhelm, J·Board Chair
gest one I hear is, if we can affect
athletes, why not everyone else?"
Sara Spoonheim, J-Board chair,
said that the issue had arisen in J-
Board after The College Voice re-
ported on the case of two student
athletes who were suspended from
the basketball tearn after they were
charged with credit card fraud by
the Waterford Police. The two were
reinstated to the team as a rehabili-
tative measure, according to col-
lege deans. Spoonheim said that the
J-Board had not heard the case.
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Michael Kinghorn, director of the Brazilian one-act plays.
Ska band consisting of Conn
and Wesleyan students hits
the Connecticut music scene
ny TIM DEVIN
The College Voice
"But it's just another day of ska.' This is
the idea behind one of Connecticut's newest
bands, Ska King Crab.
Made up of two Connecticut College stu-
dents, Randy Smith and Jordan Scott, and
seven others from Wesleyan, the ska band
has only been together for five months, and
has already had several paying shows. They
are scheduled to play in the Boston Ska
Festival this coming April 2.
In addition, the band won second place in
Wesleyan's rock contest, in which they were
allowed to participate even though Smith and
Scott do not attend Wesleyan University.
Thc band has had a very brief history. It
formed in October when Scott and lead singer
Allcn decided that Wesleyan and Conn needed
a ska band. Allen, a transfer to Wesleyan this
year, met up with a bassist, and put together
the hom section - two saxes, a trombone, a
trumpet, and at one point, a tuba - and, four
drummers later, the group was complete.
Ska King Crab's set is made up of original
songs, as well as several covers; among the
latter are ska versions of Johnny Cash's "Ring
of Fire" and A-Ha's "Take on Me." These
songs take on a new light in Ska King Crab's
hands; the playfulness of ska, with its jan-
gling chords and friendly horns, changes the
songs from their original moods to one of
manic happiness. All of this is done with
more than a little mockery. The A-Hasynthe-
sizcrs are exchanged for a jazz keyboard and
horns, all of which play on the off-beat, while
Allen changes those meaningful, philosophi-
call y important 80' s lyrics to sorneth ing which
I could not quite make out above the
keyboardist.
Embarking on an explanation of SKa, Smith
stated "That's what it's all about - fun. It
was Jamaican reggae guys trying to do 50's
rock Shit, and what came out was ska."
It is a happy brand of music, with ~ light-
hearted, humorous feel to it, something which
comes across very well in Ska King Crab's
music. There is no ska-core that made the
Mighty Mighty Bosstones so big, or the punk-
ska of Operation Ivy - both of which Smith
cnnges to mention in the context of an inter-
view about Ska King Crab's music, Which he
said is just pure contemporary ska.
Contemporary ska, according to Smith, is
their mode because it is impossible now to
play the mellower, slower ska of the 60's,Iike
~,ha"tof Prince Buster or Desmond Decker.
Times, and instruments, have changed."
Smith explained.
According to Smith, people want a more
aggressive style of music to listen to and
. "Instruments have been created so that sounds
are harsher. with more attack than before, to
the point that the mellower sound of the early
ska bands is unattainable.
The whole band participates in the writing
of their songs; Smith and Scott collaborate on
the chords, the horn section on the brass
arrangement, and AHen and others on the
lyrics. Among their original songs are stand-
outs like "Harvey Keitel," a mostly instru-
mental song about the famous actor (with the
line "He's a bad lieutenant!"); "BK Dream
Girl," a humorous song about falling in love
with agirl who works at the drive-in window
at Burger King; and "Another Day of Ska."
This last song, my favorite, alternates be-
tween a very fast, almost manic section filled
with horn fares and quick lyrics, and the
refrain of a slow, bluesy voicing that says,
through it all, "It's just another day of ska.'
Ska King Crab's first":' and only - on-
campus gig was at Abbey House last month.
Their hour-plus long set was energetic, with
minimal SLOpSbetween songs; and even those
breaks proved to be entertaining as Allen
teased the bass player, Mike, or gave out free
stickers. Allen put on a show of his own,
dancing around the microphone, and yelling
to the audience, seeming to be the ideal front
man for a ska band.
The band was dressed up in true "rude-
boy" fashion; suits with thin ties and 50's
style sunglasses. According to Smith, all the
trappings and symbols - from the scooters
to the fedoras, 50's sunglasses, and the cus-
tom of dressing up for shows - arc an
expected part of ska; something that sets ska
bands apart from other types of bands.
Along with the customary paraphernalia
goes the ska attitude, something which Ska
King Crab seems to possess. The band tries,
according to Smith, "to be nice to every-
body," something that they feel other bands
need to learn to do.
The band also thinks thallhere is toO much
competition in music, and they try to avoid it.
"We play music because ska is fun," Smith
explains. "People who assign anything more
to it miss the point."
For those' interested in seeing them, Ska
King Crab will be performing in the Boston
Ska Festival April 2- along with Skavoovie
and the Alstonians-andalso at the Wesleyan
Spring Festival in April. They arc due to have
ademo and a seven inch disc out on their own
label in May, available through the band.
First-ever English translations
of two Brazilian one-act plays
grace the packed Palmer stage
perfonmance of the young child, one who
continually drew pictures complete with ex-
plosion noises, as he did not understand what
The Connecticut College Theater Depart- truly happened between he and his father on
ment and Theater One brought one of their that nighr.In his child's mind, Steven tries to
more interesting brainchildren to Palmer this comprehend the situation as he grapples with
past weekend with the perfonmance of two both his love and pity for his father.
Brazilian one-acts, dramatized for the first The piece was well-acted by all perform-
time in the English language. ers, although in some places the performance
By the Saturday evening performance, the dragged or seemed rough-edged. It seems to
word around campus had spread, and extra be the text itself, carried over from its native
seating was available in the balcony, as even language, a translation which caused the stiff-
the director, Michael Kinghorn, had to barter ness and temporary lull in effectiveness.
for Iloor seats. The two pieces, Death on the The second piece, In Pieces, did a 180
Mud and In Pieces. evoked images of Brazil degree mood swing. The talc chronicles [he
other than the typical beaches and rain for- life of Capitu, played by Guskin, a man with
csts: it brought to life the words and feelings the unfortunate fate of being immortal.
of Brazilian playwright Ricardo Torres. Throughoutthe play, his many lovers die.and
The first one-act, Death on the Mud, pre- he is forced to go on without them. To con-
sented the different
personalities and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ qucr thisprob-
thoughts of a male lem, Capitu
transvestite named The first scene-opened with all killsoneofhisI 0 v c s ,
Stella, whose real f .our actors simultaneously Bcnidita , so
name is Steven. His that her love
different life stages lighting a cigarette, a technique will remain
were personified by d t f with him for-
four characters on- use 0 represent to act that eyer in his un-
stage; one persona they were indeed aH different m o r t a t i t v .
each to represent his C<.\\I\\,u·a nu-
childhood, his "male parts of the saine person. morous ex-
side", his "female ;;================== __plaits arc the
side", and [he 30 year play's center-
old Stella, played by Doug Larnpart, Steve's piece. A comic imerplay arises' bet ween
life ischronieled as he grows from the young Capitu and the Joker, played with zest by
nine-year-old Steven into a paranoid male Kimberly Senior, who constantly plagues
transvestite. The SLOryof Stella's birth, early Capitu throughout the piece. Guskin's por-
life, and relationship to his now deceased trayal of the fated immortal was impeccable;
father roll out of the mouths of his mind's his expressions and slick way of seducing
incarnmionsofhirnsclfasherecountsmemo- women with the same lines century after
ries of his father's alcoholism, h"ismothc?s century were a sight to sec.
weakness and inability to understand her Another strong performance was given by
husband,and the effects of being raped by his Heather K. Mischer as Miriam, an almost."
father while he was still a young boy. French blond bimbo type, andoncof Capitu's
The first scene opened with all four actors loves. Watching her little bouncy steps and
simultaneously lighting a cigarette, a tech- unsteady carriage was amusing in itself. Eric
nique used to represent the Iact thatthey were Adleradded to the ugtuhcancdclcmcnt. play-
indeed all different parts of the same person. ing both the Judge and Woyzek. He was
Stella, dressed up to imitate his idol, Marilyn especially successful in the pan of the Judge,
Monroe, told of his early knowledge of his discussing philosophies and cracking bad
desire to be a woman, and how he only jokes with Capitu while deciding his sen-
behaves as a man for one of his sexual part- tence forkilling Benidita, This piece, like the
ners, Marco Aurelio, played by Geoff other, was stiff in places, and the repetition
Hillback. within the dialogue made it drag somewhat.
Lampan conveyed the flamboyance and Watching Capitu go through the more or less
femininity of his character in a convincing same routine with the three di(fcrent women
manner, truly portraying the misunderstood, grew monotonous, but there again, the prob-
confused and searred adult trying to deal with lemsseemed to stem from thediffieultyofthe
his past and the mixed feelings of love and translation of the play, not from the actors'
fear he had for his father. performances.
Hillback put on an impressive performance The play was translated bydirector Michael
as well. This was especially true in oneofthe Kinghorn, who deserves kudos galore for
more intense scenes, when without words bringing such a ~pccial presentation to Conn.
and backed only by David Bowie's "Let's Originally, the two pieces wcre within a col-
Dance," he danced in a slow, sensual manner lection of plays given 10 him by a themer in
with the male personality Steve, played by California. Commissioned by Conn to ITans-
Jeremy Guskin. The scene culminated in lale the works, Kinghorn also signed on as a
Marco Aurelio's pushing Steve down onto professor of a senior theater seminar, of a
the bed and undoing his belt buckle as the class in acting styles, and as director of the
lights faded to darkness. performances. Kinghorn, through his rela-
Stephanie, the "female part," was played tionship with Robert Gay, visiting assistant
in aconvincing manner by Sara Schaefer, and professor of sociology, spent even; ngs at the
portrayed Stella's fear of his father. Stella Portuguese table in Knowlton,an~ cultivated
battles to block out memories of the evening a relationship with professors within the His-
his father raped him in a drunken stupor, but panic Studies department whicl. proved in-
isunabletodoso.Stellaisparanoidaboullhe valuable in his work on the plays. Of the
knock at the door which signals his father's project, Kinghorn stated, "All actors and crew
return, a scene which is replayed in Stel1.a's worked incredibly hard. I'm pleased with the
mind repeatedly. Christopher Martin, in the play, butI'm more pleased [with] what the
role of Steven at age nine, gave an impressive play allowed the students LOdo."
BY CARU SOIULlZ
A&E Editor
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Arts & Entertainment
Flock Theater presents
O'Neill's "The Hairy Ape"
" "
Connecticut College will be hosting the Spring Society
Organized Against R~£i~WJiniU New England Higher
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE TRINITY COLLEGE
FITHCHBURG STATE COLLEGE WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
JOHNSON and WALES UNIVERSITY WHEATON COLLEGE
LESLEY COLLEGE WHEELOCK COLLEGE
MAHANTTANVILLE COLLEGE WILLIAMS COLLEGE
MERRIMACK COLLEGE
Crowded
House: an
eighties band
that still plays
in the nineties
BY MICHELLE RONA YNE
Associate A&E Editor
If you thought, as I did, that
Crowded House died in the eight-
ies. then you are as wrong as Iwas.
I thought that just aswe saw the end
of neon socks and velcro sneakers,
so tOOwould we sec the demise of
eighties bands like Crowded House.
In reality, they have a brand new
album out called together alone,
Their sound has changed a little
since the days of songs like "Don't
Dream it's Over" and "Something
so Strong." They have matured in
thetell year span between that work
and this newly released collection ..
They now lend a more mellow
quality to their music than they did
in the eighties. Occasionally, some
ofthe songs on this recent album try
to be more lively, but they usually
miss the mark.
There are a couple of good songs
on thealbum. "Catherine's Wheels"
though somewhat melancholy, h~s
a nice sound and is an appealing
track. The same is true [or "Fingers
of Love." The album on the whole
is not difficult to listen to, but nei-
ther is it fascinating.
Crowded House is still LOuring.
They were invited to play in the
U.S. in Peter Gabriel's world music
Tired Of
1he Same
01' PizzaPi ?
Come see why Connecticut Magazine has
awarded us the Best Pizza in New London
County for the thirdyoor in a row! We think
you'll be surprised surprised!
iJiE ~COVERYmoOM
INEXPENSIVE INCOMPARABLE INDECENTLY GOOD
BY M10ID..LE RONA YNE
Associate A&E Editor
The intimate gathering in the
Vanguard Gallery in New London
was treated 10 a talented perfor-
mance of Eugene O'Neill's "The
Hairy Ape."
The cast, consisting of local ac-
tors and two Connecticut College
alumni, was exceptional. The play
was performed under the direction
of Derron Wooci, Connecticut Col-
lege class of 1988.
The gallery itself is quite small
and there was no actual stage on
which the actors perfonmed. The
space was. however, well-utilized
as the cast even worked with the
pillar that was in the middle of the
Sp,lCC provided. The lack of a stage
made this performance more inti-
mate; the audience could actually
be immersed in the lives of these
people.
The play focused on the life of
Yank, a fireman on an ocean liner
and played by Michael Lerner. The
one thing that Yank wants is to
belong to something. He consoles
himself and avoids feeling like a
slave to the owner of the ship by
pretending it is his actions which
make the sh ip move.
The second scene brought the
audience to another sideof\i.fe.1'he
daughter '0£ the ship's owner,
Mildred (Cynthia Generous), and
her aunt, played qune humorously
by Patrick Goodnow, sit and dis-
cuss the possibility of Mildred vis-
iting the stokehole where the fire-
men work. She arrives in the stoke-
hole and Yank erupts in a fit of
anger at the engineers. She stares at
him as if he were a hairy ape.
Yank wants revenge for these
feelings of inhumanity. He claims
he has "fallen in hale." As Paddy
PhOIO courtesy of Youri Lenqueuel Capitol Records
Crowded House has just released its new album, together a/one. Band'
members,left to right; Nick Seymour, Paul Hester, Neil Finn, Mark Hart.
festival. The band had been most
successful in the UK. Playing in
Peter Gabriel's festival will give
the band a chance 10 promote the
songs included on their newest al-
bum.
It is good 10 know [hat bands
from the eighties are still popular
today. Unfortunately, however, the
fact of the maner is that you just
can't go back. People who knew
Crowded House in the eighties may
prefer to remember them as they
were.
The band seems to express this
sentiment in the song "Skin Feel-
ing" They say "I'm looking old.
I'm feeling young ... my second life
has just begun." Crowded House is
receiving praise and they arc doing
well. Believe itor not, eighties fans,
Crowded House is back.
····,·:,\·.·::::::t
(Rob Richter) explains, Mildred
looked athim"as if a great big hairy
ape had escaped from the zoo." In
response, Yank laments, "Who the
hell is she ... isn't she the same as
me?" !l is this struggle between the
elasses that issoevidcnt throughout
the play. It is more than a struggle to
find somewhere to belong than it is
an attempt to understand human
failings and why it is that we will
not accept each other.
The final scene is the ultimate
study of the rejection we feci as
humans. Yank, after aucrnpting 10
find something to which he can
belong, finally goes to 010 zoo and
visits the gorillas. The irony is that
he discovers that he docs not belong
to the apes any more than he be-
longs to the world or people.
Lerner gave an excellent pcrfor-
mancc asYank. Thccharactcr nccds
to be simultaneously powerful and
naive. Lerner gave theperformance
his all, and the energy level with
which he performed was constantly
high. ,
The only criticism would be that
Long, played by Bud Bray, was at
times difficult to understand be-
cause he was performing with some
sort of British cockney accent. The
accent itself is difCicultto maintain
throughout a pcrtcrcoancc , but at
times some lines were lost ",lnuLong,
had a \0\ of lffi'POftaT\\. lueas \.0 con-
vey. For the J710Slpert, Bruy's per-
formance was good.
The Flock Theatre and Tavern
Players put on quite an ml];IZing
performance. In the future, perhaps
they can have a slightly larger the-
ater in which to perform. This small
theater worked for this performance
because of the in-your-Iacc-naturc
of the piece, but other plays would
require more space to be effectively
run,
If you would (ike to host a student, or would like more information
about this conference, please call Jen Ammirati at ext. 2860.
445 Ocean Avenue New London Ct
CALL FOR TAKE OUT, TOO: 443·2619
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Sports
Shave Your As' recorded their
rust win of the floor hockey season
Tuesday night by defeating Bobbitt
2-1. Nathan Heard and Mike
Weiswasser each tallied points for
the overjoyed squad. Jon Zaff con-
nected with Jeff Gillon for the sole
Bobbiu goal.
Also on Tuesday, The Mighty
Water Fowl were victorious over
The Branford Bruins by a score of
6-4. Dan Stem neued a hat trick for
the Mighty Water Fowl, whiletearn-
mates Tim Martin and Ben Bailey
added two goals and one goal, re-
spectively, to the winning score.
Todd Maguire had lWOgoals for the
losers, and teammates Sean Burke
and Dan Traum each scored a goal.
In Tuesday's late game,
Goldman's Squad put lO rest any
questions as to who is the best team
in the league with an impressive 5-
3 victory over WidphJiips. Both
teams entered the game undefeated
and touting high-powered offenses.
Widphilips dominated the rUSllWO
periodsofplay,carryinga3-llead
into the third behind goals by Ray
Ryan, JoeMagieraand Sal S igleski.
Goldman's regrouped in the third,
however, and John Clark's hat trick
proved 10 be the deciding factor in
the game. Brian HiIland Bob Barrell
also scored goals for Goldman's.
Goldman's closed out the regular
season as the only undefeated team
in the league by defeating B ig Sticks
5-3. Chris Doherty had a hal trick
for Goldman's, while teammates
Pcte Marstonand Barreueachadded
a goal the team's winning effort
Rich Curran netted two goals for
the losers.
In the week's only A-league hoop
game, the Burroughseasilydisposed
of Don't Fake the Funk 72-38, up-
ping its two game scoring total to
198 points. Five members of the
Burroughs' squad scored in double
figures. Mark Lucey was the game's
high scorer with 20 points, while
Barron takes second at Nationals
Freshmen add depth to men's tennis
Continued from p 1
[Cbarnpionships] and was a no-
body," Wuykc said of last spring's
season in which Barron qualified
forthc NCAAs in the hammerthrow.
"He saw the big shots and I just saw
the look on his face. He said 'My
God.\' m "etc and 1can do t"lS.' So
"e u:a\t\co. '{ca\\)' "mOoand \oo'k ~\t
/1;177 now."
Barron's strategy lOpeak for the
NCAAs worked toperfection as tic
set record after record late in the
season. In the two meets prior to the
NCAAs, he won the New England
Division 111Championships with a
throw of 58 feet one and 3/4 inches
and placed second a week later in
the All-Division New England
Championships with a throw of 59
feet, six and 3/4 inches .
"He has an abundance of talent
and he's been working hard this
year. His talent is coming through
because of his work ethic." says co-
captain Jay DonFrancisco. ''The best
thing about him is that he's a quiet
leader. He's really modest and then
•
Continued/romp. 16
Along with Penicaud, Metzendorf
will be asked to help lead this young
group of netters. Metzendorfplayed
in the number two spot on last year's
squad and compiled Conn's best
individual record.
These two juniors also combined
to form Conn'snumberonedoubles
Learn. Kline points out that ''They
both played strong last year and
took the top doubles team in the
nation to three sets." Kline hopes
tbat they will continue their success
in this coming season ..
Thompson spent last season
studying abroad in Fran.ce, but is
expected to take one nf the top six
spots on th is year's team.
With a small numberofTetuffiihg
players, Kline has La rely 0", six
freshmen to fill thereslOfthe roster.
Included in this troop of new'play-
ers to Conn's hard 'courts are Jer-
emy Barras, Aaron DeMala,-Gian
Giordano, Malt Hyotre,. Ajay
,
he just goes outand kicks everyone's
butt."
Next on the burly senior's agenda
is to begin throwing the hammer in
'preparation for the outdoor season.
His goal is undoubtedly to qualify
for the NCAA Outdoor meet in
Chicago in "May.
"Dave i.s going, to be ready (or
{hal.n predicted Wuyke. "He's ac-
wally bcuor at his hammer than he
is at the weight"
But [or now Barron, wuyke and
his learn can enjoy his success.
"He did his best," Wuyke said.
"He almost got the gold and he
represented Conn very well. When
he got back [from Wisconsin] I told
him, 'you have to eat brunch with
the team:" Wuyke said. "We just
all kind of sat there and watched
him and talked about 'The Throw'.
The kids were in awe.' ..
"I'm having a double celebra-
tion," Wuyke remarked, "Today
[Saturday] is my thirteenth anni-
versary. I'm celebrating that and
Dave's throw."
New Series
Kasergod, and Jon Newlin.
Kline indicated that Barras and
Giordano are the most likely candi-
dales 10 fill out the top six, although
he added, "the rest of the freshmen
are preuy even.and it will be hard lO
tell."
Penicaud also added, ''There is
very good depth among the fresh-
men."
The team has "been working ex-
tra. hard throughout this pre-sea-
son," Metzendorf said. The Camels
get to travel Lasunny St. Martin JO
the U.s. Virgin Islands to cOnlinue
·thcir· workouts. Once there, they
will be hO§led by the S to Maru n
French West· Indies Tennis Club
which will provide players and
courls fOrihe team.
The Camels will then travel back
to the mainland for Lheir first match
against Wheaton College. The
match will be held 00 Conn's hard
. courts behind'Crozier-Wllliams on
.Tuesday, March 29 at 3:30 p.m ..
From the animators
of The Simpsons.
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander, Tim Curry,
Nancy Travis and Dweezil Zappa.
With music by Frank Zappa.
,.
'.
~USA®
NETWORK
Satarc:laVs10:30PM/9:30 Central
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Schmoozing with Josh and the Donut:
Schmoozing foresees UNC repeating as hoops champions
BY JOSH LEVINE
AND
TEDDY HElNIZ
The College Voice
Spring is definitely around the
comer when the space between JA
and Harkness becomes the
whiffleball haven of the Connecti-
cut College drunks. As well, the
baseball season is almost upon us.
Schmoozing has done its home-
work, studying the reorganized
leagues and new playoff format to
devise our own predictions:
ALEAST: Orioles and Blue Iays:
We are not sure of the order in
which these two teams will appear.
The Orioles have made the most
significantfrcc agentsignings.corn-
milling close to $45 million to
Palmiero, Sabo, Fernandez, and.
Smith. However, recent history
(Mets, Dodgers) has proven that
big signings do not always guaran-
tee October baseball. The BlueJays
are a given because they still have
the same dangerous nucleus.
ALCENTRAL: White Sox: With
a strong staff and MYP Frank Tho-
mas, they should win their division.
However, Michael Jordan will not
be the starting right fielder. Even
Joseph Magiera has gotten to "sec-
ond base" more times than Jordan
this spring.
AL WEST: Mariners: These pe-
rennial losers should squeeze out
the young Angels and the offen-
sive-minded Rangers. A solid start-
irrg rotation and the best
centerfielder in baseball will propel
them into October. Watch for Edgar
Martinez to regain his old form.
NL EAST: Braves champs/
Phillies wild card: How could you
ignore the Braves? The best rota-
tion in baseball, solid fielding and
speed contribute to their success.
The Donut predicts (quite accu-
ratel y) that the Phillies will not have
the "balls" to finish first. However,
they still have a solid team, capable
of winning, providing Doug Jones
can close. We all know that he is no
Mitch Williams.
NL CENTRAL: St. Louis Cardi'
nals: There really is nobody else.
NL WEST: San Francisco Gi-
ants: There is ABSOLUTELY no-
body else.
Schmoozing has recently com-
piled a list of sports cities where no
athlete (in their right mind) would
want to play. Here we go:
(I) Cleveland: The Indians are
always miserable. The Browns are
now miserable. The Cavaliers are
boring to watch. Even the Cleve-
land Barrens no longer exist. The
only thing the city will have is the
Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame.
(2) New York: The fans, the pres-
sure, the media, the smell ...
(3) Buffalo: Four straight Super
Bowl losses with no other teams but
the Sabres. Have fun dealing with
that January temperature.
(4) Edmonton: Either you play
for the miserable Oilers or the CFL
Eskimos. Plus, it is io the middle of
INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
Full'\' integrated study at
New Zealand 'and Australian universities
FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
• INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
... Tom Roberts ISARepresentatlve. . . TasmaniaAndrew osborn UnlV.
Date: wed. March 16
4:00 6:00
Fanning Hall 315Location:
. .. ..' . 'r' ur Studv Abroad Office on campus
For turther inrorn.lallon please contact. 0 ,. '. "6L)0 Sun,er <\"enue. B tier L ruve rsuv -r "-' .
Or the lnst it ute tor Study ,<\br~aa. u . /SiO-36S-b8S" Ext. '-1331'>
Indianapolis \'-: 4Q""8. Tel 31rnS3-9336 ,lr I l
nowhere.
(5) Milwaukee/Green Bay:
People may have wanted to play
football there at some point, in the
60s. The Brewers suck. Stick to
making beer and cheese.
Given the fact that March Mad-
ness will Occur duriog our Spriog
Break, schmoozing will look into a
crystal ball and visualize the Final
Four. North Carolioa should make
aretum trip. With basicallythesarne
players, a solid, if not spectacular
team, is an easy pick. Besides, Dean
Smith excels in these situations.
Kentucky will surprise some poll-
sters and make the trip. Pitioo has
his team primed and Roderick
Rhodes is developiog into a super-
star. Arkansas should maoage to
fight their way iota a position. They
resemble the old UNLV team; fast
breaks and pressure defense. Our
sleeper is UMASS; they have beaten
Temple three times and could sneak
into a spot. North Carolina should
repeat; they have unparalleled fronl
court strength and depth. If Donald
Williams gets hot, they might coast.
SPORTS MOVIE TRIVIA
QUESTION
What high school football team
did Jefferson single-handi Iy destroy
and why?
-
This weeks winner gets a free
fishing trip with Luke Wachtel, on
ao island far, far away.
Coach calls this year's
women's team one of the
strongest in over a decade
BY ED METZENDORF
Associate Sports Editor
After a strong faU campaigo the
women's crew team is looking for-
ward to a strong spring season.
The fa\\ season included impres-
sive showings at several regattas
and was highlighted by the varsity
boar's sixth place finish in the Head
of Schuylkill regatta as well as a
fresh mao boat that compiled an
impressive 39-4 record:
The sport of crew is growing in
popularity all the time, a fact which
is evident right here at Connecticut
College. Most notably, for the first
time in twelve years there is the
distinct possibility of haviog four
seperate women's 8-boats.
Head coach Claus Wolter said
ootonly is thenumber ofcrew com-
petitors up, but the depth of the
boats has iocreased as well. "This is
one of the strongest groups since
1983," hesaid,alludiog to the squad
that 11 years ago won the New
England Champiooships. He is also
very optimistic about the freshmen
who will hopefully continue the
success they enjoyed duriog the fall
season.
Senior captain Erin Marvin ech-
oes Wolter's sentiments about the
strength of the squad. "Things arc
shu{)ing U\1 for a very strong season,
one ct the strongest Conn has secc
.inyears - in all catagories." Marvin
said.
The learn will remain on campus
throughout spring break. They will
continue their hard work by partici-
pating in d j fficult twice-a-day work-
outs. Then it is off to a hand full of
scrimmages against teams in their
league before the New England
Championships in Worcester, Mas-
sachuscus.on Mny 7.
Having finished second at that
race last year, the Camels hope to
fair even better this spriog. "We
would like to to better this year,"
said Marvin. "Or at least it's my
personal goal. We'd like to comein
first."
A good showing in Worcester
could catapult Conn to the Champi-
onship Rcgaua in Virginia. 'That's
dcfinatclyonc of thc goals,' Marvin
said.
Please recycle
@
The College Voice
MYSTIC'S *
ARMY NAVY STORE
"
WINTER OVERCOAT-Final clearance sale
.Overcoats-Peacoats $19.95 (values to $75)
• Makinaws $14.99
Durable, quality clothing at prices that just make sense.
Mon. -Sat. 9-6, Sun. 11·6 Fax service available 536-3877
Downtown Mystic 536·1877
-
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Women's Lacrosse looking to conjure last season's magic:
Despite inexperience, tea~ready for se~~~~,~.~~~~~~5~"
see where we re at. ., d ood but it's tough because it's so anificial.
Instead, Parmenter's troops will begm the season col d g Co'-ca lain Kate Milliken echoed her coach's statements.
turkey as the Camels fly south to Orlando to VISitMickey an "Thi s~e starting to come together in terms of leaming the
the gang. But Conn will have business as well as fun to take mg offensiveplays,"theseniorattack-mansaid."We're
etting used to our offense and are comfortable
g . . B henough to fiddle around With It. ut now we ave
to work on our transition from defense to offense
and that's hard to do in that gym.
"It's always a little scary going right into games
that count" Milliken continued. "But once we start
playing, i; should snap the team right into action."
Senior point-man for the defense, Lyse De
Bourguignon, the only returning defender for the
Camels, said Conn will have to cut their losses
position-wise and go forward.
"We realize that we've lost a lot of people and
have a lot of new players," De Bo~rguignon said.
"To make the ECACs we're certainly have to try to
do as well as last season."
Thereisalotoftalenton this year's squad. A high-
powered offense led by Milliken, junior Jillian
Langord and sophomore speedster Molly Nolan
Coach Anne Parmenter instructing her team during indoor practice at the AC. should counter an inexperienced defense anchored
. U . by De Bourguignon and four year veteran, goaltender Susancare of in Florida. Contract games against Hamilton, ruon
and Bowdoin will all count towards their record. Guillet. d i I k
Conn has set some realistic goals this year an It 00 SasParmenter is chomping at the bit to get the season under- h
d h thought they have the attitude and talent to attain tern.way. "I want to get down to Florida and get outside an ope
BY SEAN I-lAAWN
Sports EdiIor
Last season, the women's lacrosse team produced one of
the more memorable campaigns in school history,
an undefeated regular season that culminated in
an East Coast Athletic Conference tournament
and a semi-final loss to Middlebury on Harkness
Green.
For the 1994 Camels, the goal is to play at the
same level as last year, which means making a
splash in the ECACs. Itwill be a tough row to hoe
when you consider that Conn has 1051such SUlfS as
Sarah Ball, Robin Wallace, Carter Wood, and
Esty Wood.
1<1think it is an unrealistic goal to be unde-
feared," head coach Anne Parmenter said. "But
we can definitely aim [or the ECACs."
As much as Conn wants to gel the ball rolling,
mother nature has impeded lacrosse allover New
England with her snow and rain confining many
teams to gymnasiums and off the fields. For these
Carncls.thelrpreseason exhibition against UMass,
St. Michael's and Holy Cross was scheduled for
Wednesday but was canceled because Ulvlass could not
remove the snow from their turf.
"I'm disappointed about losing this week's scrimmage,"
Parmenter said, "because it would have given us a chance to
.........I..1_.,.
Glen Miller accepts contract extension
Hopes high for future of Connecticut College men's basketball program
of a solid core of underclassmen, Conn looks to have
'ByE~METzENDO~F the potential to develop into a strong program over the
AsscctcreSports Ediror tew vears."next ew years.
"Within two years [hope truu nigtu inand night out,
Conn would have rhe opportunity to be competitive in
every game," Malekoff said.
Throughout the winter,
Miller's assistant Kevin
Jaskiewicz showed his
strong knowledge of the
game and his ability to coach.
"Jaskiewicz had a large hand
in the team's success this
season," said Malekoff. He
also said that he hoped he
would retain his position as
'Miller's assistant.
Coach Miller joined the
Connecticut College com-
munity after seven years as
'assistant under Jim Calhoun,
head men's coach at the Un i-
versity of Connecticut. Prior
to nisdaysasa Husky, Miller
was an outstanding collegiate
player at Northeastern, where
he played with former Celtic
All-Star Reggie Lewis. A
stellar senior season helped
lead his team toa27-5 record.
Throughout the course of
the season Miller was asked why he left UConn,
which has the potential to be an NCAA Final Four
team, in favor of Division III Connecticut College.
Miller was quoted in the Day as saying, "[Tjhcre is
nothing like being a head coach."
Miller took over the reins of a basketball program
that was lacking in size and experience on the court
and confidence in its coaching starr. Aftcr a difficult
season in which the team's record might not indicate
the its progress, Miller has established himself as the
man to lead the Camels over the next couple of years
and convert the Connecticut College basketball team
into a powerhouse.
The Connecticut College ocnteuc depertmeni an-
nounced on Wednesday its decision to hire Glen Miller
as the men's basketball coach on a permanent basis.
Last year, Miller was hired ;------------------,
on an interim basis to replace
former coach Mo Sehoepfer,
who became the college sports
information director.
After a long national search
that attracted over 100 appli-
cants, the search committee,
made up of student and faculty
members, reached the conclu-
sion that, despite the team's 6-
18 record this season, Miller is
the most qualified individual to
tum around the Connecticut
College basketball program.
Athletic director Bob
Malckoff said, "Miller's ability
to develop players and strong
grasp of coach ing were the
major factors in the decision."
He added, "Glen Miller is a
genuinely a good person who
fit right into the program." File pholof The Col/ege Voice
The committee was im- Head basketball coach Glen Miller.
pressed with the potential MilIer
showed all season, as he functioned with limited re-
sources, and still managed to make his team give every-
thing they had every night on the floor.
This year's learn had only one senior and did OQl have
one person over 6'3" on the roster, Realizing that Conn
would not beable to defeat their opponents with size and
strength, Miller used full court pressure and three-point
shooting to spread out the floor to compensate for his
team's lack of size. This strategy was effective in helping
the Camels' stay competitive in games against bigger
and more talented tearns.
Throughout the season, Miller's inexperienced squad
showed flashes of brilliance, and with the development
>.
Graphic by Phil Bowen
Young men's tennis squad
hopes to bloom this spring
BY FRANKDEI1No
The College Voice
After a disappointing season in
which the men's tennis team posted
a 5-8 record, this year's squad is
hoping to bring Camel tennis back
as a power in the NESCAC's.
The Camel tennis team has not
had a losing season since 1984, but
as team captain Ed Metzendorf said,
"We gained valuable experience
from last year's disappointing sea-
son and I feel that with the addition
of a solid core of freshmen that we
can compete in the highly competi-
tive NESCACs and do very well."
Head coach Ken Kline added,
"We are a young team but we are
getting better."
This young team is anchored by
four returning players, including tri-
captains Metzendorf, Jean-Eric
Penicaud, both juniors and Alex
Thompson, the team's lone senior.
Sophomore Ross DeMont also
returns after playing in the number
six spot for most of last season.
Penicaud has been .Conn's top
player over the past two seasons
and he will bring that distinction
intothisseason'splayas well. Kline
is counting on Penicaud to lead the
Camels to victory this year and adds
thatPenicaud has a good chance to
finish as one of the top three players
in New England. Kline also said
Penicaud hasa chance to qualify for
this year's NCAA tournament.
See Freshmen, p 14
t This week's award goes to Dave Barron who finished second in the35 pound weight throw at the National Division III Indoor ChamPionShiPS]' "".'• •.•,• . •..•
",h this weekend. For the fifth rime this season, he broke hIS own school record, this «me wah a throw of 61 feet, five and 1/4 inches'iIJ". . .. ".. .. ···.i.m:
